Introduction
============

Enzymes, as one of the most essential class of macromolecules in living organisms, are known to catalyse more than 5000 biochemical reactions efficiently and serve a variety of functions in biological processes.[@cit1] Therefore, dysregulation of enzymatic activities has been associated with many human pathologies.[@cit2]--[@cit6] In this context, introducing enzymes as stimuli to trigger specific responses in artificial supramolecular assemblies has been of interest, as they have potential application in areas such as activity profile based biological imaging and drug delivery.[@cit7]--[@cit15] A promising design strategy that leads to such materials involves covalent incorporation of substrate functionalities in self-assembling molecules, such as amphiphilic macromolecules, where the specific catalytic action of an enzyme covalently modifies the substrate moiety. If it were to be designed such that the product of this enzymatic reaction exhibits distinctly different self-assembly features, compared to the substrate, then there exists a unique opportunity for programmable changes in the nanostructures and their host--guest properties.

Many supramolecular systems including polymeric nanoparticles, hydrogels, silica nanoparticles and gold nanoparticles have displayed adaptive behaviours toward enzymes.[@cit16]--[@cit27] Tunability of the kinetics of the enzymatic response still remains a challenge, as it is mainly influenced by two factors: accessibility of an enzyme to the substrate moiety and the degree of difference in the host--guest properties between the reactant and product assemblies. In the case of amphiphilic assemblies, our group and others have shown that enzymatic activation usually occurs in the unimeric state, where the substrate is more accessible to the enzyme than in the assembled micellar form.[@cit28],[@cit29] Following these findings, we have been interested in investigating how the reaction kinetics and the ensuing changes in the host--guest characteristics would be affected by tuning the unimer--aggregate equilibrium to alter the assemblies\' accessibility to the enzyme. Moreover, we were interested in identifying as to how structural changes in host assemblies, induced by an enzyme, would affect the rate of disassembly and kinetics of guest molecule release. We envisaged that oligomeric amphiphiles would be an ideal choice to address this question, because: (i) these molecules have critical aggregation concentrations (CACs) that are quite low and compare very well with those of amphiphilic polymers; (ii) despite the fact that they do exhibit low CACs, unlike polymers, these are amenable to a well-defined structure--property relationship study as the degree of oligomerization can be precise. Here we report a new modular design of oligomeric amphiphiles with which a precise control over the degree of polymerization (DP) and functional group placement in the scaffolds can be achieved ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These oligomers are expected to self-assemble in the aqueous phase and host hydrophobic guests in their interiors. By varying the DP and hydrophilic moieties of host molecules, we explore the molecular features that underlie the kinetics of enzymatic response in these supramolecular assemblies.

![Schematic representation of enzyme-induced disassembly and guest release from oligomeric assemblies.](c8sc04744h-f1){#fig1}

Results and discussion
======================

Since enzymatic activation usually occurs in the unimeric state, where the substrate is more accessible to the enzyme than in the assembled micellar form, we envisaged that shifting the equilibrium between the unimer and the assembled state would provide an opportunity to alter the enzymatic reaction rate. Degree of polymerization is one of the key factors that can alter this equilibrium[@cit30]--[@cit33] and thus change the accessibility of an enzyme to its substrate. To test this possibility, it is critical that all the designed amphiphiles possess the same hydrophilic--lipophilic balance (HLB). For this purpose, a series of oligomeric amphiphiles from dimer (**2-EG5**) to pentamer (**5-EG5**), have been synthesized ([Scheme 1](#sch1){ref-type="fig"}). To further evaluate the effects of DP on the enzymatic response, a polymer, **P-EG5**, with ∼14 repeating units was also synthesized. In these amphiphiles, penta-ethylene glycol (EG5) monomethyl ether moieties are installed as the hydrophilic functionality, while alkylated coumarin moieties are used as the hydrophobic units. Both these units are attached to the *meta*-positions of a benzoyl building block, which are then attached to well-defined oligoamines to generate amphiphiles with different degrees of oligomerization. In all these systems, the coumarin moiety is chosen as the covalently-appended model guest molecule. In order to release this guest molecule in the presence of an enzyme, we use an acetal--ester linkage to connect the coumarin to the oligomer. The esterase-induced cleavage of the carboxylate moiety would create a hemi-acetal coumarin, which is hydrolytically unstable. This hemi-acetal therefore rapidly hydrolyzes further to generate a highly fluorescent, 4-methylumbelliferone. In addition to releasing this covalently attached molecule, this transformation also replaces the aryl moiety on the hydrophobic side of these amphiphiles with a carboxylic acid moiety. This results in a significant change in the HLB of the amphiphile. Note that this series of amphiphiles share all the common structural features including the backbone, and hydrophobic and hydrophilic functionalities; the only variation within this series of amphiphiles is DP. Therefore, this investigation allows us to inquire about the impact of DP upon self-assembly and enzyme induced disassembly events.

![Molecular structures of oligomers: legends of each oligomer indicate increased degree of polymerization from **2-EG5** to **P-EG5**; **EG5** indicates oligomers with five ethyleneglycol units and **EG8** indicates oligomers with eight ethyleneglycol units as hydrophilic moieties.](c8sc04744h-s1){#sch1}

In addition to DP, the HLB of oligomers is another factor that impacts the unimer--aggregate equilibrium. To test this possibility, with the same oligomer series as above, we simply increased the length of the oligoethyleneglycol chain length from five to eight units. Thus, we synthesized four more oligomers **2-EG8**, **3-EG8**, **4-EG8**, and **5-EG8** ([Scheme 1](#sch1){ref-type="fig"}). We hypothesized that the increase in hydrophilicity upon going from penta-ethylene glycol monomethyl ether (EG5) to octa-ethylene glycol (EG8) monomethyl ether would increase the dynamics of the unimer--aggregate equilibrium, which will then increase the availability of the substrate moiety for the enzymes. In this study, we also test this hypothesis.

The amphiphilic oligomers were designed in such a way that they can be synthesized in a modular fashion, providing a facile way to vary the number of repeating units and functional group placement. The synthetic routes to the target oligomers are exemplified by the synthesis of trimer **3-EG5** in [Scheme 2](#sch2){ref-type="fig"} (see the ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} for detailed procedures and characterization). The 3,5-disubstituted-benzoyl chloride molecule **1a** was reacted with *N*,*N*′′-dimethyl diethylenetriamine under basic conditions to generate the substituted oligoamine scaffold **1b**. This molecule now contains the pentaethyleneglycol hydrophilic unit and the alkyne moiety to anchor the hydrophobic unit. The hydrophobic and fluorogenic enzyme substrate was then attached to all three repeat units of the oligomer using the Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reaction, the so-called "click" chemistry,[@cit16] to yield the desired oligomer **3-EG5** ([Scheme 2](#sch2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Synthesis route to oligomers exemplified using **3-EG5** scheme.](c8sc04744h-s2){#sch2}

We first investigated whether these oligomeric amphiphiles would form aggregates in the aqueous phase, since they contain both hydrophobic and hydrophilic moieties. If self-assembly occurs, the interior of these assemblies would have the capability to non-covalently encapsulate hydrophobic molecules. To test this, the oligomers were directly dissolved in phosphate buffer and non-covalent incorporation of a solvatochromic dye, Nile Red, within these assemblies was attempted. We found that at lower concentrations of oligomers, the emission intensity of Nile Red was quite low. However, once the concentration of the oligomers reached a certain point, a rather sharp increase in emission intensity was observed. This onset point is taken to be the onset of hydrophobicity-driven aggregation, which is estimated to be the critical aggregation concentration (CAC) of these oligomers. As shown in [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}, with DP increasing from 1 to 13, the CAC values of these oligomers vary from 75 μM to 0.58 μM (Fig. S1[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). In general, oligomers with higher DP tend to aggregate at lower concentrations, despite the fact that the HLBs of all these oligomers are identical. At the same DP, the systems with longer ethylene glycol chains as the hydrophilic moiety exhibited higher CAC values.

###### Summary of oligomer assembly characterization including critical aggregation concentration and hydrodynamic diameter (*D*~h~)

  Oligomer    *m*   *n*   *M* ~w~ (kDa)   CAC (μM)   Size (nm)
  ----------- ----- ----- --------------- ---------- -----------
  **2-EG5**   1     5     1594            66         240
  **3-EG5**   2     5     2392            7.8        192
  **4-EG5**   3     5     3189            2          310
  **5-EG5**   4     5     3986            0.74       184
  **P-EG5**   13    5     11 162          0.58       97
  **2-EG8**   1     8     1858            75         208
  **3-EG8**   2     8     2789            8.3        127
  **4-EG8**   3     8     3716            3.8        202
  **5-EG8**   4     8     4647            0.95       125

The solution phase sizes of these nanoassemblies were then measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) at a concentration above their CACs. We observed an average hydrodynamic diameter ranging from ∼100 to 300 nm for these assemblies ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). The spherical morphology and size of these assemblies were further ascertained using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), as shown in Fig. S2.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}

Note that we hypothesized that if the HLB of the oligomers was kept constant, then oligomeric amphiphiles with higher DP would be hydrolyzed by the enzyme at a slower rate than their counterparts with lower DP. To test this, we first measured the enzymatic cleavage rates of all oligomers. Since the enzymatic reaction releases the fluorescent byproduct 4-methylumbelliferone, we were able to monitor the cleavage rates spectroscopically. For an accurate comparison, it is necessary that all these oligomer solutions are not only prepared at concentrations above their respective CACs but also contain the same concentration of the substrate functionalities, regardless of their DP. To meet these two criteria, we prepared oligomer solutions that contain 200 μM enzyme substrates (based on coumarin), *i.e.* 100 μM dimer, 66.7 μM trimer, 50 μM tetramer, and 40 μM pentamer, and then treated with 60 nM esterase. As shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, a clear trend of the enzymatic reaction rate was observed for these oligomers with EG5 as the hydrophilic moiety; amphiphile **2-EG5** exhibited the fastest enzymatic rate over 48 hours, systematically followed by **3-EG5**, **4-EG5** and **5-EG5**. Moreover, when the same concentrations of the enzyme and the substrate were used in the case of the 14-mer **P-EG5**, the molecular weight of which is comparable to that of polymers, little hydrolysis was observed from the emission spectra. These results are consistent with our hypothesis that a higher DP would result in a slower enzymatic reaction rate, which in turn provides a convenient handle to tune reaction rates of enzymes and the resultant release of the covalently bound molecules.

![Enzymatic hydrolysis of oligomeric assemblies based on coumarin release. (a) Oligomer assemblies with EG5 as the hydrophilic moiety, (b) oligomer assemblies with EG8 as the hydrophilic moiety, and enzymatic hydrolysis comparison between oligomer-EG5 and the corresponding oligomer-EG8 (c--f).](c8sc04744h-f2){#fig2}

When the same experiments were performed with the second series of oligomers (the EG8 series) that contain longer ethylene glycol chains as the hydrophilic group, a similar trend was indeed observed, *i.e.* the hydrolysis rate decreases for oligomers with higher DP. These results again confirmed our hypothesis that amphiphiles with higher DP are less accessible to enzymes and thus more stable compared with oligomers with lower DP. Meanwhile, comparison of the two series of oligomers also allows us to evaluate the HLB effects on the enzymatic hydrolysis rates of these oligomers. Note that the basis for our hypothesis that a higher degree of oligomerization would cause a slower reaction rate is that the dynamics of the unimer--aggregate equilibrium would be slower at higher DP. The results above support this hypothesis. If this were true, then it should also follow that if the hydrophilicity of these oligomers changes, the dynamics of the unimer--aggregate equilibrium would also be affected, which would in turn alter the sensitivity of these oligomers to enzymes. To test this idea, we compared the hydrolysis rates of EG5 oligomers and EG8 oligomers under the same experimental conditions. Interestingly, we observed that the cleavage rates of the covalently attached molecules from **2-EG5** and **2-EG8** were very similar ([Fig. 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, when the DP increases to trimeric or higher, ***n*-EG8** oligomers with longer ethylene glycol chains indeed consistently exhibited faster cleavage, compared to their corresponding ***n*-EG5** oligomers with shorter ethyleneglycol chains ([Fig. 2d--f](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that lowering the hydrophilicity of oligomers will make them more stable in the presence of esterase. This is reasonably expected, because an increase in hydrophilicity is expected to increase the dynamics in the unimer--aggregate equilibrium, which facilitates the enzyme\'s access to its substrate functionalities. We attribute the lack of significant difference between **2-EG5** and **2-EG8** assemblies to the fact that these low order oligomers are already sufficiently dynamic, such that there is no significant advantage to increasing the hydrophilicity of the oligomeric amphiphiles from EG5 to EG8.

Next, we were interested in evaluating the effect of the enzyme-induced changes in the HLB of the amphiphiles upon their host characteristics for hydrophobic guest molecules. We were especially interested in identifying whether this anticipated molecule release event will follow a DP- and hydrophilicity-dependent trend observed in the covalent modification of the amphiphile. To test this, we encapsulated a hydrophobic fluorophore, 1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylindocarbocyanine (DiI), into these assemblies. The DiI-encapsulated oligomeric assemblies were treated with esterase and the molecule release was assessed by fluorescence change. A change in fluorescence is anticipated in this case because the DiI molecule is insoluble in aqueous solutions and therefore precipitates out of solution, upon release from the hydrophobic pockets of these amphiphilic assemblies. As with the experiments above, the concentrations of esterase and the substrate functionalities in the oligomers were maintained for appropriate comparison of the relative rates of molecule release.

Indeed, we found that the guest release depends on the DP of oligomers at constant HLB of the molecule, *i.e.* within the same oligomer series (EG5 or EG8 series). That is, assemblies from higher order oligomers exhibit the ability to more stably encapsulate the guest molecules and respond to the enzyme much more slowly compared to the lower order oligomers ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Also, assemblies with longer ethylene glycol chains can release guest molecules much faster in the same time range ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). These results show that a precise control over the release kinetics of non-covalently encapsulated guest molecules can also be achieved by tuning the molecular structures.

![Non-covalent guest (DiI) release from nanoassemblies.](c8sc04744h-f3){#fig3}

Comparison of data for the covalent molecule release based on the enzymatic cleavage of the substrate functionalities and the release of the non-covalently bound guest molecules revealed that the latter process lags behind the former process. The potential reason behind this difference is that the enzymatic cleavage of the covalently attached guest molecules happens first, which is followed by the loss in capability of the amphiphilic assemblies to hold the guest molecules to cause molecule release. In this scenario, the intermediate states of the aggregated assemblies generated by the enzymatic reaction (*e.g.* only one of the coumarin moieties cleaved in a pentameric amphiphile) also can bind to guest molecules, but their relative ability to act as a host might be lower. This process in conjunction with the need for a critical concentration of DiI to cause its precipitation likely manifests itself as the lag in the non-covalent guest release, relative to the covalent modification of the oligomers by the enzyme.

Since the enzymatic cleavage of hydrophobic groups seems to be the primary reason for assemblies to lose their stability and capability to hold guest molecules, it is likely that this enzyme reaction induces morphological changes of the aggregated assemblies. To test this possibility, we monitored the temporal evolution of the size of these assemblies by DLS. We found that the size of assemblies changes immediately after esterase was introduced into these systems. As shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, both **2-EG5** and **3-EG5** completely disassembled in the presence of the enzyme: the size of assembly **2-EG5** sharply decreased from ∼240 nm to ∼20 nm, while assembly **3-EG5** formed an ∼35 nm assembly from an initial size of ∼220 nm in 48 hours; this size change was also confirmed by TEM images which showed clear spherical structures initially but few visible aggregates after 48 hours of enzymatic reactions (as shown in Fig. S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). However, the size of oligomers **4-EG5** and **5-EG5** remained relatively unchanged over the same timeframe. Furthermore, a similar trend of assembly size change was observed for ***n*-EG8** oligomers with longer EG chains under the same experimental conditions. While **4-EG8** and **5-EG8** were rather more stable in the presence of the enzyme, both **2-EG8** and **3-EG8** completely disassembled in the presence of the enzyme at a faster rate compared with the corresponding ***n*-EG5** oligomers, respectively. These results suggested that enzymatic cleavage can induce the disassembly process. Also, both DP and HLB variations of oligomeric amphiphiles can alter the disassembly kinetics, which correlate well with the guest release profiles of both covalently bound and non-covalently bound hydrophobic molecules.

![Size evolution of assemblies in the presence of esterase in 48 hours.](c8sc04744h-f4){#fig4}

Conclusions
===========

In summary, two series of oligomeric amphiphiles were prepared to evaluate the possibility of tuning enzyme-induced changes in their self-assembly properties and host--guest characteristics. We have shown that: (i) when the degree of oligomerization increases in the amphiphiles, the enzymatic reaction rate decreases. This offers a straightforward opportunity to tune the release kinetics of covalently-appended guest molecules. (ii) This reaction kinetics can also be tuned by varying the hydrophilic--lipophilic balance of the self-assembling substrate molecule itself, where an increase in hydrophilicity accelerates the molecule release rates. (iii) In the assemblies where the enzyme-induced alteration in the HLB occurs at a reasonable rate, *i.e.* in lower order oligomers, a significant change in size and morphology of the assemblies was also observed. (iv) Non-covalently bound guest molecules can also be released from these amphiphilic assemblies in response to the enzyme-induced alteration in the HLB, the trends of which closely follow those observed in the release of the covalently bound guest molecules. The trends in the enzymatic reaction rates and the change in the host--guest characteristics can be understood by correlating structural variations to the change in the dynamics of the unimer--aggregate equilibrium. Factors that lead to faster unimer--aggregate equilibrium dynamics lead to faster enzymatic response. Overall, this study provides two simple and straightforward approaches for altering enzyme-induced changes in amphiphilic assemblies, which in turn offer tunability of the release kinetics of covalently and non-covalently bound guest molecules from these assemblies. The findings presented here could provide a basis for designing enzyme responsive materials with controlled release capabilities for biomedical applications.
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